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Abstract 

The game of futsal is a game that prioritizes speed so that the futsal is known as a sport that has high 
intensity. This study aims to develop a training model of BEYB attack tactics in futsal games. The 
research method uses the development method from Borg and Gall. The research was conducted at 
the Futsal Sports Hall, State University of Makassar. The subjects in this study were Futsal Athletes. 
Based on the data obtained, from the results of field trials and discussion of research results, it can be 
concluded that: through the validity test carried out using the expert justification test, the product is a 
training model to attack BEYB in futsal games as many as 40 training models. The attack tactics 
training model with patterns such as 2-2, 1-2-1, 3-1, and power play has been developed to be more 
varied and can be used in the attacking systems and formations that will be used. BEYB attacking 
training model can be applied in this futsal game, extracurricular teachers, especially futsal, should be 
reviewed so that athletes can do it according to their abilities and motor development. 
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1. Introduction  

 Sports besides entertainment are also activities that can be used to maintain physical 
fitness (Astuti, 2017; Dinata et al., 2020; Fatchurrahman et al., 2019; Nur et al., 2019; 
Sumpena, 2017). Furthermore, sport is seen as a tool to uphold the name of the nation on 
the world stage. The peak achievements of sports cannot just be obtained but must go 
through a systematic and tiered process using a scientific approach (Apriantono et al., 2018). 
The pillars of national sports development in Indonesia begin with recreational sports and 
educational sports as the culmination is achievement sports (Almeida et al., 2019; Boonsom, 
2020; Purnomo & Hariono, 2020; Williyanto et al., 2020). In sports coaching, a coach must 
be able to develop a variety of training strategies that can make athletes move and train their 
basic motor skills because, in adolescence, their emotional level is not yet stable. Many 
things cause an athlete's lack of interest in the training process, including the lack of 
attractive presentation of training strategies by the coach (Agras et al., 2016; Astuti, 2017; 
Dupri et al., 2020; Guntoro et al., 2020; Sucipto, 2020). This of course requires a review of 
the training process. One of the important things that need to be mastered by a coach is 
about training variation, it must be realized that the lack of variation in each activity will lead 
to the boredom of an athlete which ultimately reduces interest. The interest of an athlete is 
quite large in the training process, so the effort that must be made is to create and present 
the activity in training to a combined training strategy situation so that training is more 
interesting and varied. One of the sports that requires training to achieve achievement is 
futsal.  

Futsal was first played in Uruguay in 1930 when the "five-to-five" version. Futsal is an 
international terminology for the game, a combination of the Spanish "futbol sala", Futbol and 
Portuguese "Futebol de salao". If translated means indoor football. Futsal quickly became 
popular in South America, especially in Sao Paolo Brazil. Futsal has always been associated 
with a small version of football matches. But basically, it has a different game from soccer 
and has different dynamics from football, starting from the rules, the number of players, the 
field, and the ball used. For example, the goalkeeper in futsal can become a player, allowing 
the game to be dynamic and the team being able to score goals. The strategy of being a 
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goalkeeper as a player is usually used during last-minute matches and when the team is 
losing it aims to make the match score change (de Freitas et al., 2017; Duncan et al., 2018).  

Indonesia has enough strong capital to develop Futsal achievements (Nugroho & 
Tomoliyus, 2018). Starting from fanaticism, the number of Futsal fans in this country is very 
large. Since its introduction over ninety years ago with official regulations, Futsal has become 
popular. Until now, Futsal has always been transformed into a sport that has mushroomed 
for all groups, especially in big cities in Indonesia. So many Futsal competitions have been 
held on a local, national and international scale. Whether played by amateur clubs or 
professional clubs. And so it also happened to Futsal schools, which were originally only for 
a hobby, but in the end, were able to make the Indonesian nation proud. In general, all Futsal 
teams from schools, universities, amateur clubs, professional clubs, and even the national 
team strive to improve their performance (Aliyyah et al., 2020; Rahman, 2018; Satrio & 
Winarno, 2019).  

The choice of strategy to be applied during the match by the coach also affects the 
team's success in attacking. Coaches are required to quickly identify events that occur during 
the match. If the attack strategy that is implemented does not work well, the coach must 
quickly find a solution or change the strategy. Finding solutions and changing strategies 
during the match requires the coach to have a varied attack strategy model. So that the 
coach can implement an attack strategy according to the abilities of each player and the 
conditions during the match. Based on the results of the needs analysis carried out by 
researchers in the futsal subject, the following were found: 1) Only 10% of futsal athletes 
know the principles of attacking in the futsal game; 2) Only 15% of futsal athletes know the 
principles of defending futsal. 3) 20% of futsal athletes know the attack zone system in 
playing futsal; 4) 25% of futsal athletes know the defensive zone system in playing futsal.   
Therefore, it is necessary to develop an attacking model in futsal games with the aim of 
playing on the field to be dynamic and game tactics that are difficult for the opponent to 
guess. This research is strengthened by research Méndez-Domínguez at all with title Goals 
scored and received in 5vs4 GK game strategy are constrained by critical moment and 
situational variables in elite futsal. The result is a coach must be able to see the correct futsal 
playing strategy in a match so that he can win the match. 

Based on these findings, futsal athletes need to provide an understanding and create 
an attacking training model in the futsal game, the goal is that all players can do and bring 
out all their best abilities in playing and in arranging attacks through more varied game 
patterns in playing so that many goals are created (Ahmed et al., 2017). to the opponent's 
goal so that later it is hoped that the research and development model research carried out 
can provide a new training model that can be used in futsal training and ultimately provide 
the best results for the newest and quality training model, with the attack training model that 
is to improve the quality and quality of playing futsal. This study aims to develop a training 
model of BEYB attack tactics in futsal games 
 

2. Method 

 In general, the results of development research are to produce new products that will 
later be used in training activities to make it easier for trainers to deliver training materials 
and make it easier for trainers or teaching staff to achieve the expected training results. The 
research was conducted at the Futsal Sports Hall, State University of Makassar. The 
subjects in this study were Futsal Athletes in Makassar City. 

The final result of this development research is the BEYB attack training model in 
futsal games in the form of a complete training design with product specifications as well as 
testing the effectiveness of the training model created so that it can improve the skills of 
futsal players in attacking in futsal games and can also be used as a guide in training. The 
research and development in this exercise use Borg and Gall's ten-step Research & 
Development (R & D) development model. 
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Figure 1. Instructional Design Rand D  (Borg & Gall, 1984) 
 

Conceptually, the research and development approach to the Borg and Gall model 
includes 10 general steps, the adaptation is realized in the form of target technical planning 
and the types of activities to be carried out in each stage. If the ten steps of research and 
development are followed correctly, it will produce an accountable training product. The final 
result of the research and development activities is the ’BEYB’ attack training model in the 
Futsal game. Of course, the final results of this research and development will produce a 
new training model design complete with product specifications, so that it can be used as a 
guide in the training process. 

 

3. Result and Discussion 

Results 
Overall, two general objectives will be revealed in the preliminary study or need 

analysis, namely: 1) How important is the development of an attacking training model in the 
Futsal game. 2) What obstacles and supports are found in the development of the attacking 
training model in the Futsal game. The training model that will be developed is the result of 
problems found by researchers in the field through observations and interviews as well as 
personal experiences as trainers and lecturers in futsal subjects. Based on observations and 
interviews conducted by researchers, general objectives are obtained from developing the 
BEYB training model in the Futsal game, in addition to some general objectives the 
researcher can also find out some of the characteristics of the subject from the training 
model to be developed. 

The results of the data that the researcher has collected through interviews and field 
observations, are then processed and described in writing and a conclusion is drawn, while 
some conclusions from the results of interviews and field observations can be described as 
follows, that the assault exercises that have been carried out so far are less varied and of 
their nature too monotonous because they have not used training models that combine 
various kinds of movements and physical exercises so that the training process can produce 
maximum output, namely being skilled and also fit (Aliyyah et al., 2020; Satrio & Winarno, 
2019). The introduction of attack tactics patterns in training is limited to a few simple 
movements without updating information about the current development of modern futsal. 
The coaches have not yet optimized the players' abilities and the facilities and infrastructure 
around the field because training is focused on the instructor, not on athletes or students. 
The results of the preliminary study or field findings are further described and analyzed so 
that these results are descriptive and analytical, concerning the objectives of the preliminary 
study. The results of the needs analysis and field findings obtained by researchers is shown 
in Table 1. 
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Table 1. The Results of Need Analysis and Findings 

No Question Findings 

1 What is taught in Futsal 
practice? 

The trainer has taught some form of exercise 
material, but it is not optimal in its practice. 

2 Is Futsal training material 
always provided every year? 

Futsal material is not always varied by coaches 
because it is not updated in the latest information 
about futsal coaching. 

3 What facilities and 
infrastructure are used for the 
Futsal training model? 

The facilities and infrastructure used in futsal 
training are balls, cones, markers, whistles, 
strategy boards, vests, and Futsal fields. 

4 How is the enthusiasm of 
athletes/students participating 
in each Futsal exercise? 

Athletes/students are enthusiastic about 
participating in every Futsal training session. 

5 What efforts have been made 
so that athletes/students are 
interested in participating in the 
training process? 

The futsal coaches have tried to make athletes 
interested and enthusiastic in participating in each 
training process by incorporating elements of 
competition. 

6  What does each Futsal training 
model need? 

In general, coaches and athletes need a variety of 
Futsal training models, especially in attack 
training. 

 
The preparations carried out by the researcher were: 1) The tools used in this study 

were balls, cones, markers, whistles, and vests; 2) The field or area used for the conduct of 
research must pay attention to the safety factor (safety) and the perfection of the field and 
away from dangerous objects, 3) The sequence of game models ranging from warm-up 
games to core games is already systematic, 4) The training models presented have their 
characteristics leading to Futsal practice. 5) The involvement of the coach to be an active 
part of the children/athletes in training is needed so that the players/athletes are enthusiastic, 
and become more focused during training. 6) Based on the needs analysis and product 
revisions, 40 attack training models were produced in the Futsal game which was declared 
final. 40 attack training models were produced is presented in Table 2. 
 
Table 2. Attack Training Models Were Produced 

Formation Description 

Formation 1- 2 – 2 

 
Figure 2. Attacking Training Model 

Formation 1- 2 – 2 (1) 

player A passes to B then player B passes to 
player C then player C passes to player D 
backpasses to player C runs without the ball 
Player C immediately makes a cross pass to 
the far post of player A who runs without the 
ball into the middle of shooting 

 
Figure 3. Attacking Training Model 

player B passes to player A, then Player A 
passes to player C, then player B moves 
across to the middle, then player A moves 
across to the middle, then player long passes 
to player D, then player D short passes to 
player A who moves in. middle, last player A 
shoots. 
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Formation Description 

formation 1- 2 – 2 (2) 

 
Figure 4. Attacking training model 

formation 1- 2 – 2 (3) 

player B passes to player A, then Player A 
passes to player C, then player B moves 
across to the middle, then player A moves 
across to the middle, then player short passes 
across to player B, finally player B shoots. 

 
Figure 5. Attacking training model 

formation 1- 2 – 2 (4) 

The first ball flows in player B then passes to 
player A, and player D runs to the middle, then 
player A passes to player D then player A runs 
to the middle then player A shoots. 
 

 
Figure 6. Attacking training model 

formation 1- 2 – 2 (5) 

The first ball flow in player A passes to player 
D who runs into the middle to receive a pass 
from player A, then player B runs forward to 
get ready to receive a short pass from player 
D then player D short passes to player B, then 
Player B makes a true pass to player C who 
runs to pick up the last ballplayer C shoots. 

 
Figure 7. Attacking training model 

formation 1- 2 – 2 (6) 

The first ball flows in player A then passes to B 
then player B passes to player C, player A 
runs into the middle and gets ready to receive 
the ball from player C and passes to player A 
who has entered the middle, then Player C 
enters the middle and player A short pass to 
player C who runs in the middle of the last 
player C to shoot. 

 

 
Figure 8. Attacking training model 

formation 1- 2 – 2 (7) 

The first ball flows to player C then passes to 
player A, then player A passes to player B, 
then player B passes a long pass to player C 
then player C holds the ball then passes 
straight to player D. Then player D picks up 
the ball and shoots. 
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Formation Description 

 
Figure 9. Attacking training model 

formation 1- 2 – 2 (8) 

Player A gives a pass to player B, then player 
B gives the ball to player C, and player C 
passes back to player B, after controlling the 
ball player B then gives a cross pass to player 
D to the opponent's defense circle, and player 
D short passes to player A who runs forward, 
player A shoots towards the goalkeeper 

 
Figure 10. Attacking training model 

formation 1- 2 – 2 (9) 

Player B passes to player C, Player C crosses 
the middle where player A runs towards the 
middle, Player A receives the ball by directing 
the ball to Player D followed bypassing, Player 
D back passes to Player C who runs to pick up 
the ball, Then Player C performs an accurate 
cross pass towards the far-field where player 
B runs to pick up the ball, Player B completes 
the pass by strapping or shooting at goal 
 

 
Figure 11. Attacking training model 

formation 1- 2 – 2 (10) 

Player A passes to player B, then player B 
passes to player C, player C passes to player 
D, then player D passes to the area outside 
the penalty circle towards player B, then player 
B comes towards the ball, and player C moves 
without the ball towards the ball, then player B 
gives a short pass to player C and player C 
shoots. 

Formasi 1-1-2-1 

 
Figure 12. Attacking training model 

formation 1- 1 – 2 – 1 (11) 

player A passes to player D player D passes 
to player C who moves in the center area of 
player C then passes a short pass to player A 
player A passes to player B, player B passes 
to player D who runs in the left area of the goal 
player D runs to pick up the ball then do the 
finishing touches by shooting.  

 

 
Figure 13. Attacking training model 

formation 1- 1 – 2 – 1 (12) 

player A dribbles to player B's position, player 
B shifts to player D's position, player D shifts 
to player C's position, player A passes to 
player C who has moved positions, player C 
short passes to player D who overlaps forward 
then shoots into the goal. 
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Formation Description 

 
Figure 14. Attacking training model 

formation 1- 1 – 2 – 1 (13) 

player A passes to player D, then player D 
backpasses to player A, player A passes to 
player B, player B passes to player C who 
opens the space in the right corner, then 
player C does a backpass combination with 
player B and continues shooting to the far post 
where player C runs, last player C makes the 
finishing touch by pleasing or shooting at goal. 
 

 
Figure 15. Attacking training model 

formation 1- 1 – 2 – 1 (14) 

player A passes to player D, player D passes 
to player C who opens space in the left corner, 
player C does a backpass to player A who 
overlaps past player D who runs into the 
middle to close the opponent's space, player A 
continues by shooting at the far post where 
player B runs, last player B makes the 
finishing touches pleasing to the goal. 

 
Figure 16. Attacking training model 

formation 1- 1 – 2 – 1 (15) 

player A passes to player C who picks up the 
ball player C does a backpass to player A 
returns then player A passes to player D 
player D immediately crosses right to player B 
while running to receive the ball immediately 
shoots into the goal. 

 
Figure 17. Attacking training model 

formation 1- 1 – 2 – 1 (16) 

Player A passes to player B, player B dribbles 
small to the middle of the field, then player B 
passes to player C, Player A runs fast towards 
the right side, Player C short passes to player 
A who has run to the right side, player D runs 
fast forward left side, Player A crosses to 
player D, Player D does the shot. 

 
Figure 18. Attacking training model 

formation 1- 1 – 2 – 1 (17) 

Player B passes to Player A, then Player A 
passes to Player C, then Player C Long 
Passes to Player D, finally, Player D shoots. 
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Formation Description 

 
Figure 19 Attacking training model 

formation 1- 1 – 2 – 1 (18) 

Player B passes to Player A, Player A passes 
to Player C, Player C passes to Player D who 
runs to open space, Player D passes to Player 
B who moves forward, Player B makes 
shooting. 

 
Figure 20. Attacking training model 

formation 1- 1 – 2 – 1 (19) 

Player A passes to Player B, Player B passes 
back to Player A, Player A Long passes to 
Player D who runs to open space, Player D 
Dribbles small & does the shooting. 

 
Figure 21. Attacking training model 

formation 1- 1 – 2 – 1 (20) 

Player A passes to player D, player D passes 
to player C who picks up the ball, Player C 
does a combination of passing with player D 
who runs towards the front, Player D shoots at 
the far post and Player B is ready to receive 
the ball followed by pleasing to the goal. 

Formasi 1-3-1 

 
Figure 22. Attacking training model 

formation 1- 3 – 1 (21) 

Player A passes to player C, Player C passes 
to the middle of player D with the aim of 
threatening, followed by player D bypassing to 
player B. Player B dribbling at straight forward 
speed, then passing to player C who is already 
running and ready waiting at the far post 
Player A finishes by shooting / pleasing to the 
goal. 

 
Figure 23. Attacking training model 

formation 1- 3 – 1 (22) 

Player C passes to B, then player C passes 
back to player C, then player C passes to 
player A and then back passes how many 
times with player C, then player A long passes 
to Player D, then player D short passes to 
Player A who runs forward going forward to 
break through the opponent's defense with 
player B, last player A shoots 
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Formation Description 

 
Figure 24. Attacking training model 

formation 1- 3 – 1 (23) 

Player A passes to player B, Player B makes a 
long pass to player C, Player C passes to the 
middle towards player D, Player D passes 
back to player C then, Player C crosses ass to 
player A who has overlapped, Player A runs 
opens the space to receive the ball well which 
ends with shooting at goal. 

 
Figure 25. Attacking training model 

formation 1- 3 – 1 (24) 

Player A passes to player B, Player B long 
passes to player C, Player C dribbles with last 
speed, Player C short passes to player D who 
opens space, Player D makes a combination 
pass with Player C who runs towards the 
middle, Player C completes by shooting at 
goal, with player A running in anticipation of 
the ball. 
 

 
Figure 26. Attacking training model 

formation 1- 3 – 1 (25) 

Player A passes to player C, Player C passes 
towards the middle of player D to threaten 
which is followed by player D with a back pass 
to player B who runs into the middle, Player B 
passes at player C Then player C dribbles the 
ball at a speed which continues with a pass or 
cross pass to Player A who is overlapping, 
Player A is shooting or pleasing to score. 

 
Figure 27. Attacking training model 

formation 1- 3 – 1 (26) 

Player A passes to player C, Player C passes 
towards the middle of player D to threaten 
which is followed by player D with a back pass 
to player B who runs into the middle, Player B 
passes at player C Then player C dribbles the 
ball at a speed which continues with a pass or 
cross pass to Player A who is overlapping, 
Player A is shooting or pleasing to score. 

 
Figure 28. Attacking training model 

formation 1- 3 – 1 (27) 

Player B passes to player B, Player B passes 
a long pass to player C, Player C dribbles with 
last speed, Player C short passes to player D 
who opens space, Player D makes a 
combination pass with player C who runs 
towards the middle, Player C completes by 
shooting at goal, with player A running in 
anticipation of the ball. 
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Formation Description 

 
Figure 29. Attacking training model 

formation 1- 3 – 1 (28) 

Player A passes to player C, Player C passes 
back to player A, Player A passes to player B, 
Player B passes to player D who moves out 
the right side, Player D passes back to player 
B, Player B passes to player A, Player A 
passes to player C, Player C is dribbling 
forward then across passes to player D who is 
standing, lastly Player D shoots. 

 
Figure 30. Attacking training model 

formation 1- 3 – 1 (29) 

Player A passes to player B, Player B passes 
back to player A, then player B moves to the 
middle of the field, Player A passes to Player 
D which opens the space on the left, Player D 
short passes to Player C who moves into the 
middle, lastly Player C do shooting. 

 
Figure 31. Attacking training model 

formation 1- 3 – 1 (30) 

Player A passes to player B, Player B passes 
back to player A, then player B moves to run 
straight ahead. Player A passes to player C, 
Player C passes to player D who moves to 
open space on the right. Player D Long 
passes across to Player B who moves forward 
on the left, Player B short passes to Player A 
who moves into the middle. Finally, Player A 
shoots. 

Formation Power play 

 
Figure  32. Power play attacking training 

model (31) 
 

player B passes to player A, player A passes 
to player C, player B runs without the ball to 
receive the back pass from player C, player B 
passes to player E who has opened up space, 
then player A runs towards player E to receive 
the back ball pass from player E, then player A 
makes a pass towards the far post, player D 
opens space for finishing touches by pleasing 
to the goal. 

 
Figure  33. Power play attacking training 

model (32) 
 

player A passes to player C, player C passes 
back to player A, then player A passes to 
player B, player B continues passing to player 
D, player D makes a cross pass to player E 
who runs from outside the penalty box, player 
E runs to pick up the ball to make the final 
pleasing touch to the goal, with player C 
anticipating the ball by standing in the center 
area / second penalty point. 
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Formation Description 

 
Figure  34. Power play attacking training 

model (33) 
 

player A passes to player C, player C passes 
to player D, player D continues short passing 
to player B who runs forward, player B does 
dribbling then does a long cross to player E 
who is in the middle, finally player E shoots. 

 
Figure  35. Power play attacking training 

model (34) 

player A passes to C, then back passes back 
to player A, Player D & E runs together closer 
to player A, then player C runs forward, Player 
A long passes to player C who has run 
forward, player B runs forward, Player C true 
pass to player B, last player B shooting. 

 
Figure  36. Power play attacking training 

model (35) 

player A passes to player C, player C passes 
to player D, player D continues short passing 
to player B who runs forward, player B does 
dribbling then does a long cross to player E 
who is in the middle, finally player E shoots. 

 
Figure  37. Power play attacking training 

model (36) 

player A passes to player C, player C passes 
to player D, player D continues short passing 
to player B who runs forward, player B does 
dribbling then does a long cross to player E 
who is in the middle, finally player E shoots. 

 
Figure  38. Power play attacking training 

model (37) 

player A passes to player C, player C passes 
to player D, player D continues short passing 
to player B who runs forward, player B does 
dribbling then does a long cross to player E 
who is in the middle, finally player E shoots. 
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Formation Description 

 
Figure  39. Power play attacking training 

model  (38) 

player B passes to player C, player C passes 
to player A, player A passes to player D, 
player D passes a long cross to player E who 
runs into the right side, lastly player E shoots. 

 

 
Figure  40. Power play attacking training 

model  (39) 
 

player C passes to player B, player B passes 
to player C, player C passes to player A, 
player A passes to player C, player C long 
passes to player E, lastly Player E shoots. 

 
Figure  41. Power play attacking training 

model (40) 
 

player B passes to player C, player C passes 
to player A, player A long passes to player E, 
player E passes short to player C, which 
moves into the middle, Player continues to 
pass to player D, last player D shoots. 

 
Discussion 

Expert tests conducted by three experts have several constructive suggestions for 
perfecting the BEYB attacking training model in the Futsal game including 1) There is a need 
to add a goalkeeper symbol in the training model. 2) Figure legend/symbol on each model 
must have a clear direction and purpose of its movement. 3) There needs to be a 
combination of skills training with the formation of physical components. 4) Players/futsal 
athletes must know the zone of attack. 5) The time lag required for demonstration/practice 
from one training model to the next training model takes how long it takes to implement. 6) 
Movements must start from easy to difficult levels, namely movements starting from the 
basics, variations, and combinations and complexity of movements, 7) Implementation 
instructions must be made clear so that they are easy to understand, 8) Figure models must 
be clear according to the correct movements, 9) BEYB training models must use safe and 
comfortable equipment. 10) The movement being trained must be comprehensive from the 
upper and lower body parts, the dominant and non-dominant body.  

Then the next development stage is to use the model in small and basic groups, the 
results are as follows: 1) all variations can be applied, but the training model must be 
adjusted from easy to difficult levels so that the ability can increase quickly. 2) The need for 
good physical abilities such as coordination (especially eye and leg coordination), strength, 
agility, balance, explosive power, endurance, and speed. 3) It is necessary to have examples 
of movements in advance in each training model so that it is easy to understand the series of 
movements. 4) There needs to be adequate heating to support the training process 5) The 
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use of adequate facilities and infrastructure that is safe and comfortable can affect the quality 
of skills training, 6) Repetition of the training model must be done at least three times so that 
the research subject can carry out their duties smoothly so that the output of the developed 
model can be accounted for and produce mature skills, 7) The time lag between instruction 
and implementation must be tailored to the needs. 8) Providing clear regulations and 
implementation limits will make it easier to coordinate research subjects. 

One of the differences that is considered important in this study is the development of 
a futsal attack strategy carried out, namely the 1-2-2, 1-1-2-1, and 1-3-1 strategies and 
power play, while the research conducted by Ashari, RF, & Adi, S in 2019 only developed a 
1-3-1 attack strategy. After the results of the development of the BEYB attack training model 
product in the Futsal, the game has been tested on a small scale and have been revised, the 
next step is to conduct large group trials. Based on the results of limited trials (small group 
trials) that have been evaluated by experts, then the researchers revised the initial product 
and obtained 40 training models to attack BEYB in the Futsal game with a wide variety of 
variations, combinations, and complexity of movements from easy training models to training 
models difficult to use in large group trials. The process of developing this attack tactic aims 
to make players and coaches get alternatives in the futsal game and it is in accordance with 
the developed theory that the BEYB tactics developed can be used as an alternative in futsal 
games to avoid games that have been read by other teams. 

The next step after the model underwent a second stage revision of 3 experts and 
small group trials then continued by testing the product in a large group using 120 research 
subjects, 60 research subjects were used as the treatment group and 60 research subjects 
were used as the control group. A treatment group is a group of research subjects who are 
given exercise treatment with the developed training models, namely the BEYB training 
model in the Futsal game. The treatment is carried out within a period of 3 months, starting 
from March to June with a total of 10 meetings. During the study, the treatment group was 
given 7 BEYB training models at every meeting. Before giving treatment, the research 
subject was in the initial test using the test instrument to attack the Futsal game of the 
research subject before and after treatment. 

Finally, the effectiveness test, the assessment data of 60 research subjects on the 
effectiveness of the BEYB attack training model in the Futsal game is shown in the following 
table. Based on the results of the output using SPSS 21, the average value of attack before 
being given the BEYB attacking training model is 23.47 and after being given treatment with 
the attacking training model 35.27 means that the average value of the BEYB attacking 
model in the Futsal game has an increase. In the significance test of the difference with 
SPSS 21, the results of t-count = -71.065, db = 59, and p-value = 0.00 <0.05 which means 
there is a significant difference in the attack training model before and after being given the 
BEYB training model in the Futsal game. Based on this information, it can be said that the 
BEYB training model in the Futsal game developed is effective and can improve attacking 
practice in Futsal games.The results of this study are supported by previous research that 
the development of an effective futsal strategy can improve a player's ability to adapt to the 
current match (Ashari & Adi, 2019; Cosmin & Mircea, 2014). 

 

4. Conclusions and Suggestions  

Based on the data obtained, from the results of field trials and discussion of research 
results, it can be concluded that through the validity test carried out using the expert 
justification test, the product is a training model to attack BEYB in futsal games as many as 
40 training models. The attack tactics training model and power play has been developed to 
be more varied and can be used in the attacking systems and formations to be used. The 
suggestion from this research is that in applying the BEYB attacking training model in this 
futsal game, extracurricular teachers, especially futsal, should be reviewed so that athletes 
can do it according to their abilities and motor development. 
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